PROGRAMME
08:00 - 08:30

Early Bird Activity for Early Risers | Morning walk with a forester
Coffee and Gathering

08:30 - 09:00
09:00 - 09:15

Welcome | Pymwymic

09:15 - 10:00

Past, Present & Future
A visual representation of 25 years of Pymwymic Impact Investing

10:00 - 11:00

Grassroot Movements
Anne Pleun van Eijsden, Founder of On The Rocks
Purpose-led Transformation
Feike Sijbesma, CEO of Royal DSM
Break & Room Change

11:00 - 11:30

11:30 - 12:30

STRETCH YOUR
THINKING

INVESTOR
SKILLS

CHANGING YOUR
CHOICES

FUNDS

FUNDS

FUNDS

Maitland

Rivers

Lakes

Streams

Oceans

Falls

Rethinking Ownership

Impact and Public
Equities: Dream or
Reality?

The Hidden Impact

ABN
AMRO

Wire Conscious
Wealth Fund

Kempen Global
Impact Pool

Armin Steunernagel
(Purpose)

Andrea Palmer (Triodos),
James Gifford (UBS)
moderated by Prof. Dr.
Harry Hummels
(Univ. of Utrecht)

Babette Porcelijn
(Think Big Act Now)

Triodos
Sustainable
Equity Fund

Kampani

Pymwymic
Members
Room

Lunch

12:30 - 13:30
13:30 - 14:30

Reinventing
Organisations

Adding Value
as an Investor

Applying Systems
Practice to Impact
Investing

Francesco Mondora
(Mondora)

Michelle de Rijk (DOEN),
Lauren Cochran (Blue
Haven Initative),
Pieter ter Kuile (Black Bear
Carbon), moderated by
Prof. Dr. Harry Hummels
(Univ. of Utrecht)

Alexandra Korijn
(New AJE Capital)
Michiel Elich (Enviu)
Thomas Annicq
(Aude Ventures)

Room Change

14:30 - 16:30

Masterclass: Strengthening the Pymwymic Movement
Jitske Kramer & Walter Faaij, Corporate Anthropologists

Break

16:30 - 16:45
16:45 - 17:15

A Picture Paints A Thousand Words
Jimmy Nelson, Artist Photographer

17:15 - 17:30

Closing | Pymwymic

17:30 - 18:30

Celebratory Borrel (drinks)

MORE ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
In 1994, a group of daring pioneers were bold enough to challenge the system, themselves and each other by putting their money where their
meaning is. Pymwymic was born. This year, Pymwymic is celebrating its 25th anniversary of being committed to impact and action. We welcome
several outsider viewpoints - an artist, the CEO of a multinational, an anthropologist, a grassroot activist and more - who will help us understand
how we can do better in the next 25 years to come.
Past, Present & Future
Joint storytelling of 25 years of the Pymwymic community. How
much do you know about our roots, milestones and transitions?
Purpose-led Transformation
Feike Sijbesma, CEO of Royal DSM, will share his experience of
what it takes to transform a multinational stock-listed company into
a purpose-driven organisation creating brighter lives for all.
Masterclass: Strengthening the Pymwymic Movement
In this challenging masterclass, author and keynote speaker Jitske
Kramer builds on her decades long expertise on how cultures,
movements and organisations function. Together with Walter
Faaij, she will help us reflect on our behaviour and understand our
strengths and weaknesses. They will facilitate critical self-reflection
as well as a plenary discussion about what should be guiding us to
the next level of impact investing for the years to come.
A Picture Paints a Thousand Words
A colourful and highly energetic speech by Jimmy Nelson, who
dedicates his life towards celebrating cultural heritage. Jimmy will
take us on a journey about how diversity works as a powerful tool
for positive change for generations to come.

Morning Walk with a Forester
Begin your day in nature. Meet Jos Koopmans at the Meeting Point.
Rethinking Ownership
A deep dive by Armin Steunernagel on how a steward ownership
model safeguards the mission of a company: where does control of
a company belong?
Reinventing Organisations
A deep dive by Francesco Mondora showcasing Mondora as a
business built on happiness. Be inspired by a completely different
way to run your business.
Impact and Public Equities: Dream or Reality?
An expert discussion on how to maximise impact when investing in
public equities. Debating shareholder engagement, divesting and
stock selection.
Adding Value as an Investor
As investors, our aim is to support changemaking entrepreneurs
in their journey of building impact business. How do we manage to
add value and where do we - accidentally - end up being a burden?
The Hidden Impact
An interactive session about taking a fact-based approach towards
living an eco-positive lifestyle by Babette Porcelijn.
Applying Systems Practice to Impact Investing
Join a discussion with Alexandra Korijn about how to apply systems
practice to identify root causes and high leverage solutions.

FUNDS

FUN STUFF

Are you done talking and ready to take action? With a small number
of peer investors, you have the opportunity to ask your questions to:

Meet @ Sofa
Are you one of the lucky ones who will be meeting Feike Sijbesma
or Jimmy Nelson at the sofa?!

ABN AMRO Mees Pierson
help design an Impact Investing
4.0 investment strategy that
will resonate well with impact
investors worldwide.*
Kampani provides patient growth
capital to smallholder farmer
cooperatives in the global south,
addressing the missing middle.
Kempen Global Impact Pool is
a multi-asset impact fund aiming
for market-based returns and
measurable positive impact.
Triodos Sustainable Equity
Fund invests in large cap, global,
companies that drive sustainable
solutions.
Wire Conscious Wealth Fund
is an inspiring portfolio solution
activating conscious wealth
by investing in the best global
impact funds.
* This session is an open invitation to bring
your ideas, rather than to explore a specific
fund opportunity.

Changing your Consumer Choices
Pass by this stand to get inspired.
Virtual Reality for impact
Put on the goggles and let Makmende Media transfer you to a jeans
factory in Bangladesh or a refugee camp in Jordan.
Hidden impact
Did you find all 25 tips of the Hidden Impact Scavenger Hunt hidden
throughout the conference venue?!
Members Room
Are you a Pymwymic member and would you like to get an update
on how the Pymwymic Cooperative is doing? Pass by the members
room (location: Falls) and fire away your questions.

